Anyone who lives on the coast—and most people on Earth
do—knows that proximity to the ocean plays a big role in local
weather and climate. Winter nor’easters and summer hurricanes
aside, Boston would tend to be a whole lot colder in January and
hotter in August were it not for the Atlantic Ocean lapping at—
and sometimes punishing—our shores. And this buffering action
helps regulate the global to local effects of climate change just
as strongly.

“The oceans not only record and react to climate change, they
help drive and control its impacts,” said John Marshall, Cecil and
Ida Green Professor of Oceanography in MIT’s Department of
Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences. “Regional patterns
and rates of surface warming are largely determined by the
oceans because they set the effective heat capacity of the
climate system and strongly influence circulation patterns.”
The climate-ocean RELATIONSHIP...
• Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions drive global warming but
much of the heat has actually been absorbed by the oceans,
thus far limiting the actual near-surface atmospheric warming
that has occurred.

• Absorbing all this heat and CO2 is making the oceans warmer
and more acidic, with profound implications for ocean currents
and marine life up and down the food chain.
• Warming ocean waters provide more heat to fuel bigger and
more frequent hurricanes and other extreme, marine-based
weather events.
• Warming water also expands, guaranteeing tens of centimeters
of overall sea level rise per century based on current rates. Sudden
melting of glaciers and ice—principally on Greenland and Antarctica—could quickly lead to meters of sea level rise.
• The relatively high ratio of land to ocean in the northern hemisphere, coupled with deep ocean currents that carry cold water
toward Antarctica, means that the Arctic stands to experience far
more impact from climate change over the coming decades, with
profound geopolitical implications.
“What we really have is a strongly coupled, highly dynamic
and highly heterogeneous global climate-ocean
system,” Marshall said. “We simply cannot understand one without understanding
the other.”

• The oceans have also absorbed much of the anthropogenic
CO2—a primary GHG—further moderating the potential surface
temperature impacts.
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» policy, and solutions in the undergraduate and graduate curriculum. Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program (UROP) opportunities in climate science are available to
students from across campus, and Terrascope,
a learning community for incoming freshmen,
exposes undergraduates to the earth sciences,
increasingly with a focus on climate science.
Co-led by EAPS faculty members, Terrascope
uses the Earth system to provide the context for
a systems-oriented approach to learning—this
fall its students will be tasked with providing
solutions for Mission 2019: “Food Security in
the face of a Changing Climate”. The potential to
complement classroom education with online
courses in climate science is also clear: the first
online MITx course taught by EAPS professors
on climate science attracted 12,000 students
around the world in its first airing.
But more can and should be done. “If we
truly believe that responding to climate change
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is one of the critical challenges of our time,
then every MIT student should graduate with
an understanding of the basics of climate science”, said Robert Van der Hilst, EAPS Department Head and Schlumberger Professor of
Earth Sciences.
Indeed, how can we confront the climate
problem unless we educate a new generation
of students to understand its complexity and to
tackle the challenge as future leaders in academia, industry, and government? To realize this
vision, EAPS strongly supports cross-Institute
programs such as the prospective Minor in Environment and Sustainability and would welcome
the opportunity to include the basics of climate
science in the general Institute requirements.
Such efforts require close coordination with our
partners across campus, such as the Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, the
Department of Urban Studies and Planning, and
the Sloan School of Management.

With EAPS, MIT has a world-class program
in climate science, where knowledge about
the processes, mechanisms, and stabilities and
instabilities of global climate is generated.
With so much at stake, “we would be more
than delighted if confronting climate change
becomes a top priority for the Institute”, van der
Hilst said, adding that “EAPS stands ready to
pitch in and continue to lead by example.”
EAPS faculty agree that there is no time
to lose: now is the right time to enhance the
pace, scope, and impact of climate research at
MIT and to integrate the tremendous range of
climate-related programs already underway
across campus in order to raise the climate
literacy of MIT students and the public. EAPS
stands ready to help MIT take its place as a
global leader in meeting the climate challenge.
Learn more about our people and research:
http://eapsweb.mit.edu

